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summary of findings tables for all the main outcomes interest to patients and decision makers. All this
data is fully available in open access on the project platform.
Where appropriate, the team will undertake network meta-analysis to synthesize the available study results
and compare simultaneously all possible interventions that could be used in the same clinical scenario.
The aim is to enable decision makers to access the best current evidence on comparative effects of the
interventions and vaccines studied in the trials.
Isabelle Boutron and Philippe Ravaud, project leaders, say of the project: “We are proud of the
interdisciplinary and international nature of this collaboration, which we believe provides an important
source of high-quality synthesis of all COVID-19 evidence underway.”
Karla Soares-Weiser, Editor in Chief of the Cochrane Library, says, “We are impressed by the work that
this project has produced so far. As the COVID-19 pandemic continues and global research on this
disease increases daily, there is an ever-growing need for living evidence synthesis. We are pleased to be
collaborating with this team, working together to continue responding to this crisis and planning our next
steps for living evidence synthesis.”
Full Citation: “Living mapping and living systematic review of Covid-19 studies.” Isabelle Boutron, Philippe Ravaud,
Anna Chaimani, David Tovey, Declan Devane, Joerg Meerpohl, Asbjørn Hróbjartsson, Gabriel Rada , Giacomo Grasselli.
Published Online: October 01, 2020. (DOI: 10.1002/14651858.CD013739)
Copyright © 2020 The Cochrane Collaboration. Published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd., reproduced with permission.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------THORACIC IMAGING TESTS FOR THE DIAGNOSIS OF COVID-19
SEPTEMBER 14, 2020 - How accurate is chest imaging for diagnosing COVID-19?
Why is this question important?
People with suspected COVID-19 need to know quickly whether they are infected, so that they can selfisolate, receive treatment, and inform close contacts. Currently, formal diagnosis of COVID-19 infection
requires laboratory analysis of blood or nose and throat samples. The laboratory test, called RT-PCR,
requires specialist equipment and takes at least 24 hours to produce a result. Further, RT-PCR is not
completely accurate and a second RT-PCR or a different test may be required to confirm the diagnosis.
COVID-19 is a respiratory infection: people with COVID-19 may have a cough, may have difficulty
breathing and in severe cases may have COVID-19 pneumonia. Clinicians use chest imaging tests to
diagnose COVID-19 disease, when awaiting RT-PCR test results, for example, or when RT-PCR results
are negative, and the person has COVID-19 symptoms.
The authors wanted to find out how accurate chest imaging is in diagnosing COVID-19 disease in people
with known or suspected infection.
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What are chest imaging tests?
X-rays or scans produce an image of the organs and structures (heart, lungs and airways) in the chest.
They can detect blockages, inflammation and excess fluid.
X-rays (radiography) use a small amount of radiation to produce a 2-D image. They are usually carried
out in hospitals using fixed equipment by a radiographer but may also be carried out using a portable
machine.
Computed tomography (CT) scans use a computer to merge multiple X-ray images taken from different
angles to produce a 2-D image that can be converted to a 3-D image. They require highly specialised
equipment and are carried out in hospital by a specialist radiographer.
Ultrasound scans use high-frequency sound waves to produce an image. They can be carried out in
hospital or other healthcare settings such as a doctor’s surgery or clinic.
What did the authors do do?
The authors of this Review searched for studies that assessed the accuracy of chest imaging to diagnose
COVID-19 disease. Studies could include people with either suspected or confirmed COVID-19, based
on the results of an RT-PCR or other test. Studies could be of any design and take place anywhere.
What did they find?
The authors found 84 studies with 8279 people. Studies included either only people with confirmed
COVID-19 diagnosis (71 studies, involving 6331 people) or both suspected and confirmed COVID-19
(13 studies, involving 1948 people). Infection was mainly confirmed using RT-PCR.
The majority of studies evaluated chest CT. We found studies from all over the world; 78 studies took
place in Asia.
Accuracy of chest imaging for diagnosing COVID-19 in people with confirmed infection
On average, chest CT correctly identified infection in 93% of people with confirmed COVID-19 (65
studies, 5759 people). Chest X-ray correctly identified infection in 82% of people with confirmed
COVID-19 (nine studies, 682 people). Lung ultrasound correctly identified infection in 100% of people
with confirmed COVID-19 (2 studies, 32 people).
Accuracy of chest imaging for diagnosing COVID-19 in people with suspected or confirmed infection
On average, chest CT correctly identified infection in 86% of people who were infected with COVID-19
(13 studies, 2346 people). However, it incorrectly identified infection in 82% of people who were not
infected with COVID-19. We did not find any studies that reported data on lung ultrasound.
How reliable are the results?
Studies reported limited information about how they confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis, how they recruited
participants, and they did not always use robust methods. Most studies only included people with a
confirmed COVID-19 diagnosis, so we have little information about the ability of chest imaging to rule
out COVID-19 in people who are not infected. Also, studies did not report any pre-existing respiratory
conditions that might have affected their results. Finally, 25% of studies were published as preprints,
which do not undergo the same rigorous checks as published studies. The authors cannot confidently
draw conclusions based on the results from studies included in this review.
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What does this mean?
The evidence suggests that chest CT and chest X-ray may be good tests for confirming COVID-19
diagnosis in people who have been diagnosed with COVID-19 infection using another test. However, CT
scans may be less accurate in confirming or ruling out infection in people with only suspected COVID-19.
The authors plan to update this review regularly as more research becomes available..
Full citation: “Thoracic imaging tests for the diagnosis of COVID‐19.” Jean-Paul Salameh, Mariska MG. Leeflang,
Lotty Hooft, Nayaar Islam, Trevor A. McGrath, Christian B. Pol, Robert A. Frank, Ross Prager, Samanjit S. Hare,
Carole Dennie, René Spijker, Jonathan J. Deeks, Jacqueline Dinnes, Kevin Jenniskens, Daniël A. Korevaar, Jérémie F.
Cohen, Ann Van den Bruel, Yemisi Takwoingi, Janneke de Wijgert, Johanna AAG. Damen, Junfeng Wang, Cochrane
COVID-19 Diagnostic Test Accuracy Group, Matthew DF. McInnes. Cochrane Systematic Review; Published Online:
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